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Presidential Proclamation days after father contacts White House
Due Process and Title IV funding

Ocala, 05.05.2013, 16:28 Time

The Objective Review - A dedicated father sends correspondence to the White House. Days Later the president issues a
proclamation for National Law Day. Specifically outlining Due Process and Title IV funding.

For three long years now, Yvonne Howard, with the aid of conspiring...

For three long years now, Yvonne Howard, with the aid of conspiring Attorneys Joseph Culmer, Scarlett Davidson, Daniel Freyberg
and Shari Wilson have conspired to deprive and defraud two prents of their child for an illegal adoption by Yvonne Howard.

Title 18, U.S.C. (United States Code), Section 241 is a federal statute designed to protect citizens from conspiracy to deprive rights.
This statute makes it unlawful for two or more persons to conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person of any state,
territory or district in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him/her by the Constitution or the laws of the
United States, (or because of his/her having exercised the same).

It further makes it unlawful for two or more persons to go in disguise on the highway or on the premises of another with the intent to
prevent or hinder his/her free exercise or enjoyment of any rights so secured.

Florida's Witness Tampering Statute is patterned on the Federal Witness Tampering Statute and you can look to Federal case law in
interpreting the statute in absence of applicable state law cases.

... It has almost been a year at this point and the father has yet to have been heard or his witnesses. The father then subpoenaed
Attorney Scarlett Davidson to the court house for a deposition under oath about all the fraudulent actions she had committed including
fabricating evidence. Attorney Scarlett Davidson had the father arrested 1 hour before she was supposed to attend the deposition.

However it did not stop there as Attorney Scarlett Davidson then amended her petition to terminate the father's parental rights for her
client Yvonne Howard due to him being arrested at her request. That is correct she asked the court to terminate his parental rights for
being in a county jail waiting to go to court due to her, the Attorney on the case for Yvonne Howard, having the father arrested.

Deprivation of rights under color of law falls under Title 18, U.S.C., Section 242. This statute makes it a crime for any person acting
under color of law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom to willfully deprive or cause to be deprived from any person those rights,
privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution.

The father obtained a certified copy of Attorney Scarlett Davidson being cross examined by him. That transcript shows Attorney
Scarlett Davidson testifying to witness tampering and perjury. Furthermore another document received from the Florida bar by the
father was Attorney Scarlett Davidson's response to his complaint. In that response Scarlett Davidson stated to the Florida Bar no one
was trying to adopt the child and that no adoption petition was ever filed.

Strangely enough, Judge John Dean Moxley Jr., who's previous reckless actions resulted in Alissa Blanton's death, refused to notice
in his adoption proceedings that the petitioner's attorney told the Florida Bar she had not filed for an adoption while she was requesting
an adoption plan. Judge Moxley was given a copy of those documents months before hand and set a hearing on it as if it was
humorous to him. Judge Moxley then acted under color of law to prevent having a hearing on that too. This is concealing evidence with
knowledge.

The father sent videos of some of the events as links in correspondence to the White House about the adoption fraud and Title IV
Funding fraud. Days later the President of the United States of America issued this proclamation specifically pointing out due process
and Title IV.

Presidential Proclamation -- Law Day, 2013 was issued by the United States President Barrack Obama on May 30th 2013.



For more: http://www.examiner.com/article/presidential-proclamation-after-father-contacts-the-white-house-from-brevard
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